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AN ALGEBRAIC PROOF THAT [Qu]2 = 3l2

don porter1

Abstract. It is often desirable to find the image of one cobord-

ism theory in another. Milnor settled the first problem of this sort,

the image of complex cobordism in unoriented cobordism, by

construction of concrete generating manifolds. When such con-

structions are too difficult, it still may be possible to solve the prob-

lem using more algebraic methods. This note offers a proof of

Milnor's result which depends on the Adams spectral sequence

and requires no ad hoc construction of manifolds.

1. Introduction.   Milnor [7] proved the following

Theorem. The image of the complex cobordism ring Qu in the un-

oriented cobordism ring 9t is the subring 9l2 of all squares of elements of 31.

Moreover Stong [9, p. 138] showed that generators bt for the poly-

nomial ring £lu and x{ for the polynomial ring 31 can be chosen such that

= 0,       i - 2a - 1,

wheref#:Q.u—>~3l is the obvious map. Both these proofs rely on construct-

ing manifolds which generate the cobordism rings. This note presents an

algebraic proof of the refined theorem, based on the naturality of the

Adams spectral sequence.

In general, for closed subgroups G, H of O, G<=H, there is the map

£i —*-QH, which one would like to describe. Constructions like those of

Milnor and Stong seem very difficult to apply to these problems. However,

an algebraic method should apply to such situations even in the absence of

a plethora of examples.

2. Notation and preliminaries. Cohomology groups will be mod 2

unless otherwise indicated. Recall the standard description of H*(BO)

as the Z2 vector space with basis {wa} where co runs through all partitions
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(h,---,in), and if |cu| = /'iH-M„  then wcae/7l<0|(Ä0).  Of course

wa=st0(w1, w2> ' ' ' > wjv)> where w4 is the ith universal Stiefel-Whitney

class, and sm is the polynomial expressing the symmetric function

2 $ • • •    in terms of the elementary symmetric functions or, = 2 h " ' 'i>

■ • •', <rN) = 2 «I1 • • " f»-

Similarly H*(BU) has a Z2-basis {cj, where casH^a\BU), and

■yto(ci>' ■ ' > c/v)> me ci being the mod 2 reduction of the ;'th Chern class.

As usual we have the Thorn spectra MO and MU, and the Thorn iso-

morphisms #: H* (BO)-+H* (MO) ,®:H*(B U)^H* (M U) given by O(x)=

x-U, where U is the stable Thorn class in H°(MO) or H°(MU), respec-

tively. Now we recall Thorn's Theorem (cf. [4]) that H*(MO) is a free

module over s/, the Steenrod algebra, on generators

{W(B-U:a> = (A, ■■■,in),ij *2a - 1}.

Similarly Milnor proved [6] that as an .^-module, H*(MU) is a free

^//(ßo)-module on generators {c(0-V:m=(i1, • • • , z'j, i^2a— 1}.

Next recall that the Whitney sum defines a map BGxBG->BG, and

thus a map MGaMG—>*MG, making MG a ring spectrum. Thus we have

a diagonal map XY:H*(MG)-*H*(MG)®H*(MG). From the definition

of these diagonals it is clear that the Whitney sum formula gives

xF(wm-U)=    2   (wai ■ U) ® (w<e, • U)

and similarly for MU. At this point we have described H*(MO) as an

«s/-coalgebra, and H*(MU) as both an ^/-module and a Z2-coalgebra

(we will not need the ja/-coalgebra structure of H*(MU)).

Regarding the universal C-bundle over BU(n) as an Ä2n-bundle

defines a map BU(n)^BO(2n). In the limit, we have f :BU~*BO which

induces f.MU^MO and thus/#: £2ü-+9t.

Proposition 1.   The map f*: H*(BO)-^H*(BU) is given by

f*(wM) = cm,     f*(wa) = 0,   a ^ (a>, co).

Proof. Let £ be a complex bundle, and let r(tj) be the underlying real

bundle. If ct(£) is the mod 2 reduction of the ith Chern class of £, then

w„(K8)-C|(8. w2i+1(r(f))=0 [9, p. 74]. Let g.BO^BU classify the
complexification of the universal bundle y. Then /°g classifies y®y, and

the Whitney sum formula shows that (f °g)*w2i=wf, (f°g)*w2i+1=0.

Thus g* is a monomorphism, and g*(c4) = wf. Now the Thom product

formula shows [9, pp. 71, 256] that (f °g)*wm_(0=(w0>)2 and (f°g)*wx=0,

0.96(a), a)). Finally, g*(ca)) = (wco)2, since squaring is a homomorphism in a

polynomial ring over Z2, so the proposition follows.
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3. Proof of the theorem. The theorem will be proved by tracing

through the maps induced by / in the Adams spectral sequence. Since

MO and MU are ring spectra, the diagonals in H*{MO) and H*(MU)

induce products in the F2 terms which project to the products in Em

induced by the products in 91 and Q.u. We begin by constructing minimal

^-resolutions H*(MO)*-CO and H*(MU)^CU. Let CO0 be the free

j/-module on {w0):co=(i1, •••,/„), ij^2a—1}, and define e:CO0-+

H*(MO) by e(w0)=wa-U. Let CU0 be the free j</-module on {cca:co =

h, ■•■,'„), is^2a-l}, and define e:CU0-+H*(MU) by e(cJ=cm-V.

Note that the kernel of e is contained in the augmentation submodule,

so e may be extended to a minimal resolution H*(MU)<—CU. Then we

have ^/-resolutions

0 <— H*(MO) -J—CO,,*— 0

f*\ H
0 -<— H*(MU) +^-CU0<— CUj. <-.

Here {f{}: CO—>CU is the chain map, unique up to homotopy, lifting/*.

Let C*Gi=Hom^(CGi, Z2), G=0, U. Then {C*GJ, with the obvious
maps, forms a chain complex whose homology is by definition

Exts/(H*(MG); Z2). By the minimality of the resolutions, these maps

are zero, and we have ExtsJ(H*(MG); Z2) = Hom^(CGs; Z2) = (C*GS)(.

The diagonal maps in H*(MG) lift to diagonal maps in CG„ and thus give

products in C*G0. Now C*O0 is the Z2-vector space with basis

{w*:co = (i1, ■ • • , /'„), ijr*2a— 1}, where w* is dual to wm. Similarly C*U0

is the Z2-vector space on the duals c* of cm. Also {f{}:CO^-CU defines

{ff}:C*U^C*0.
Proposition 2.   The map ft: C*U0-*C*O0 is given byf*(c*)=(w*f.

Proof. By Proposition 1, we have/*(c*)=w* m. The formula for W

shows that (mvU)®(hvU) occurs in T(n'a-U) only for a=(co, co),

so w*m=(h'*)2.

Thus we have a formula for {/*}: C*U^C*0, since C*G\ and /* are

zero for />0. This is the map on the £2 level of the Adams spectral

sequences for £lu and 51, since the product in C*G0 coincides with the

product in £2. Clearly the differentials vanish in the MO spectral sequence,

and Milnor shows [6] they also vanish for MU, so the/* determines the

map at the Ex level. Now the filtration of <il=irif(MO) guaranteed by

the spectral sequence is certainly trivial. Thus the generator Xjß^li must

be represented by some vie(C*O0)i, and Liulevicius shows [4] that

u^ w^ + decomposables. In the MU case we have a filtration 7rj(MU)=

FO^F)^-- ■ , with (C*G0)i=P?/Pj.. Recall [6], [9] that Qu is a poly-

nomial ring on generators Z^eQ^. Then the calculation [5, p. 13] of
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Ext^(H*(MU), Z2) shows that bu z=2°— 1, is represented by an element

of filtration one, so /#(/j2«-i)=0. Let et be the projection of bieQ.2Ji=Fli

in (C*£/0)2i. Then again e^cj^+decomposables for ij£2a—\, since the

diagonal in CU0 is just like that in CO0. The refined theorem now

follows from Proposition 2.

4. Remarks. Of course this procedure works equally well with the

Adams spectral sequence for general cohomology theories. In particular

Novikov [8] has shown that the computation of Qsu [1], [2] can be

considered as an application of the spectral sequence in t/*-theory. In

the same sense, it seems likely that the determination of [Qst7]2 by Conner

and Landweber [3] can be considered an application of the above process

for the (7*-theory spectral sequence.

There is a cobordism theory of manifolds with stable tangent bundle

equal to a complexification of a complex bundle. Such manifolds have an

obvious symplectic structure. The situation is summarized by the inclusions

t/®CcSp<=0. The only Sp-manifolds constructed thus far in the litera-

ture are t/®C-manifolds (cf. [10]). Applying the mod 2 Adams spectral

sequence we see there must be an element in £2fp which admits no U®C

structure. Nigel Ray reports that he has constructed this manifold, as well

as other such examples.
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